The disinhibitory zone of the striate neuron receptive field and its sensitivity to cross-like figures.
Acute experiments on immobilized anesthetized cats were used to confirm the suggestion that the sensitivity of many neurons on the primary visual cortex to cross-shaped, angular, and Y-shaped figures may be determined by the presence within their receptive fields of disinhibitory zones, which block end-stopping inhibition. A total of 55 neurons (84 functions, i.e.. on and off responses) were used for studies of sensitivity to crosses, and responses to single bars of different lengths were compared before and after stimulation of an additional lateral zone of the field (the presumptive disinhibitory zone), which was located in terms of responses to crosses. Seventeen of the 55 cells in which increases in the length of a single bar decreased responses, i.e., which demonstrated end-stopping inhibition, showed significant increases in responses (by an average factor of 2.06 +/- 0.16) during simultaneous stimulation of the lateral zone of the receptive field, which we interpreted as a disinhibitory effect on end-stopping inhibition. These data provide the first direct evidence for the role of end-stopping inhibition and its blockade by the disinhibitory zone of the receptive field in determining the sensitivity of some neurons in the primary visual cortex of the cat to cross-shaped figures.